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Felix Log is a logging framework which provides a generic facility
for writing to and reading from a Java class file. It does this by
wrapping a string containing the logging message in a version

number, a class name, a package name, and a timestamp. This string
is then compiled with a version number and compiled with the Felix

Log Example: package utils; import java.io.PrintStream; import
org.apache.felix.utils.service.Log; import utils.logging.Logger; public
class Main { public static void main(String[] args) { // A logger is a

common interface for classes to log messages, // and it is used in this
example to demonstrate // how to use the Log class. // // Only one

class should implement this interface to allow // lazy evaluation of the
type. // // This is the base implementation of the Log interface: //
Logger logger = new Logger("com.foo.Bar"); // A logger can be

written to // by calling the write() method, and the log message // can
be read with the read() method. logger.write("Hello!");
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System.out.println(logger.read()); // // The above implementation of
the Log interface is simple, // but it can be made more complex by
sub-classing and overriding // methods. // // With this example, it is
assumed that the log file is on // the file system, so the getLogFile()

method is used to // determine where the log file is located.
logger.write("Another message!"); } } Felix Log Runtime: Log4j

Felix Log was written in Java 6 and thus Log4j was required. Log4j
supports many common patterns such as: General log messages:

package log4j; import org.apache.log4j.Logger; public class Default
{ public static void main(String[] args) { // A logger is a common

interface for classes to log messages, // and it is used in this example
to demonstrate // how to use the Log class. // // Only one class should
implement this interface to allow // lazy evaluation of the type. // //

This is the base implementation of the Log interface: // Logger logger
= Logger
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In addition to the general-purpose functionality defined by the OSGi
Service Compendium, this Compendium module also contains a set

of MACROs which further extend its functionality: LOG_MODULE
- Logging Module Name SCHEMA_MODULE - Setting Schema
Module Name LOG_COMPONENT - Logging Component Name

CATEGORY_MODULE - Setting Category Module Name
LOG_LOGGER - Logging Logger Name Note: The names of the

above macros must be prefixed by "org.apache.felix.log" in order to
avoid name conflicts with the existing OSGi standard. A module

called f/apache-felix-log-core containing a set of Java classes that are
common to all logging services is also provided. These core classes

also have the general-purpose LogService methods and
LoggingService related methods that are available on any logging

service in the OSGi service model. Since a logging service is a part of
the OSGi Service Compendium, it is available in the

felix.service.compendium bundle. OSGi bundles can import and use
logging services by annotating their class definition with the
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following annotations: Importing a logging service also includes the
required 'org.apache.felix.log' artifact, which provides interfaces for

logging service registration and retrieval as well as for log service
access to the managed beans and the logging service. Equinox Using

Log4J 1.2 with Equinox The Equinox extensions framework
integrates the Equinox OSGi runtime with the Equinox logging

framework. As such, you can configure Log4J 1.2 to use Equinox's
logging framework to log to Log4J 1.2. This article describes how to

use this logging integration to configure Log4J 1.2 for logging in
Equinox. Prerequisites Your OSGi environment should be configured

to run in the Felix Development Framework (FDF), Felix Equinox
Development Framework (FEDF), or Felix Equinox Development
Framework (FEDF) with ServiceMix. To configure Log4J to use

Equinox's logging framework, you must configure the logging service
to use the Equinox logging framework and define the OSGi bundles
to use the Equinox logging framework. Register the Log4J logging

service in Equinox. Equinox provides a log configuration 77a5ca646e
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Apache Felix Log is a logging framework that is highly configurable
and extensible. It offers simple APIs for logging, and introduces the
concept of various log sinks. Any application, bundle, or module that
is configured to use Felix Log can take advantage of the framework's
features. In addition, the logging facility can be extended by the use
of custom log sinks and filters, which can be either implemented as
plugins, or as objects implementing the logging interface. Why
Apache Felix Log? Apache Felix Log makes it very simple to start
logging messages and to configure your messages to go to particular
logging facilities such as file, database, or message queues. The
framework's core features are generic: it offers a simple, uniform,
extensible API for logging. What's New in Apache Felix Log?
Apache Felix Log 2.1 * Log sinks - new concept of filtering and
formatting the logs. * New core components - - Sink - event-based
logging interface. - Source - configurable logging source, can be used
as base class for custom logging events. - Filter - Filter out logging
events based on a condition. * Improved filtering - in case of multiple
filter definitions (chainable). * Improved logging attributes - in case
of multiple source definitions (chains). * Improved log level
validation - more flexible configuration. * Log statement - allows to
customize the log message and level. * Logger - improves ease of use
of logging API. * Handler - improves ease of use of logging API. *
Zipkin - An implementation of Zipkin, a distributed tracing and
monitoring solution. * TCP Socket - An implementation of TCP
socket, allowing you to create a server to send log messages. * Filter -
Filters log messages on the fly and asynchronously. * Logger - allow
you to build custom logging modules. * Customizing Felix Log - easy
customization and easier configuration. Getting Started with Apache
Felix Log The design goal of Felix Log is to make it easy to get
started with logging. One of the first things that you need to do is to
tell Felix Log how to write log messages. Felix Log supports the
standard log4j API for this. In addition, Felix Log offers an enhanced
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logging API based on the idea of sinks. Sinks can be of different
types. For example, Felix Log can write logs to a file, write them to
the database, write them to a socket, send them over the network or
even flush

What's New in the?

The Apache Felix Log service is a Java logging service. It can be used
to log messages in a Java SE environment and can be used by OSGi-
based applications to log messages. You can also use the Log service
to configure OSGi-based application (components) for a common
logging approach. Apache Felix Log Implementation: The Apache
Felix Log service is implemented in Felix Log. It is registered in
Felix's Core Registry by default. You can install it into Felix by
adding the following dependencies: org.apache.felix.log
org.apache.felix.framework org.apache.felix.scr The Felix Log
Service is already available in Felix's public distribution repository. If
you need Felix's latest release, run mvn install:install-file. If you need
a specific version of Felix Log, use a repository snapshot and declare
it as a dependency in your POM file. Using the Log Service: You can
use Felix's Log service as a wrapper for Java SE logging. The Log
service uses a "listener" concept. It exposes several types of listeners
to Java SE. Felix comes with the following listener types:
ConsoleListener - this is the default listener. It outputs to the standard
Java console. FileListener - this listener outputs messages to a file.
You can configure which file and what level of messages to log.
OSGiServiceListener - this listener adds OSGi-aware information to
the message, such as information about the bundle in which the log
event occurred. You can also write your own listeners and package
them as bundles, so that they can be deployed with your application.
You can use the Felix Log service to configure applications to log
messages in a specific way. Each OSGi application has a
LoggingSettings object that can be customized in order to configure
how to log messages. All of the different types of listeners available
in Felix Log can be used to log messages using this object. There are
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two types of loggers available in Felix Log: Loggers - loggers are
objects that wrap the corresponding log method. For example, there
is a Logger.INFO logger that wraps the public Log.info() method.
Loggers with level configuration - loggers with level configuration
are the same as loggers, but their level is configured using a regular
expression. The following example shows how to log messages that
are of level Log.INFO, but only in the bundle com.my.bundle. The
logging pattern is the regular expression that needs to be matched by
the log messages. An example of a configuration for a Logger object
with level configuration that logs all messages from the bundle
com.my.bundle is as follows: Apache Felix Log Configuration: By
default, Felix's Log service
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System Requirements For Apache Felix Log:

1.4.0 or above Windows 7 Intel Pentium (TM) or AMD Athlon 64
(TM) processor 2 GB of RAM 1 GB Graphics card (256 MB should
be sufficient) 30 GB Hard Drive space Minimum: Windows XP 20
GB Hard Drive space Minimum
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